
Interview with Dr. Albert J. Schmidt, 1 April, 1985 

This is April Fool's Day, the first of April 1985, and I'm talk-
ing with Dr. Albert Schmidt who has been with the university for 
a few years. Twenty years. Al, when did you first come to the 
university and how did you come? 

Al: Almost precisely twenty years ago I came for the interview 
that led to my appointment. I first visited the University of 
Bridgeport in the Spring of 1965, having had an interview with 
Emerson Chamberlain at the American Historical Association 
meeting, the previous Christmas meeting. After that interview, 
with Emerson, and subsequent correspondence with then Dean Miles, 
I decided that I probably did not want to leave the position that 
I held then, Professor of History at Coe College, in Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, but then during the Spring I had another letter 
from Dean Miles saying that they have several candidates here and 
for one reason or another they hadn't worked out, and did I wish 
to be reconsidered, and I felt, yes, indeed, I would come for an 
interview, for which I was invited, and I came in late March for 
a visit that lead to still a second visit, and an appointment in 
the Spring of 1965. I came then as Chairman of the History 
Department, and as Bernhard Professor of History in the autumn of 
1965. 

Bill: Alright, you've been here 20 years, why did you stay so 
long? 

Al: Despite all the ups and downs of the institution, or the 
programs with which I've been connected, I really enjoyed the 
diversity of the activity I had here. 

Bill: You have subsequently to being Chairman of the History 
Department, what other positions have you held? 

Al: I was Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, and then for 
a shorter period, Vice President for Academic Affairs, and now I 
enjoy the diversity in that I have a joint appointment in half 
time in the law school and half time in the College of Arts and 
Humanities. Also during this period I directed the NDEA In-
stitute for secondary school teachers, and this involved secon-
dary education of the outside, which was another aspect of 
diversity. 

Bill: Alright, let's go back to the beginning now. What was the 
History Department like when you came? 

Al: The History Department was, in 1965, relatively small, at 
least in comparison to what. it became, but relatively large in 
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comparison to what it is now. But what attracted me especially 
was that Lee Miles had a mandate to build a large college, a 
graduate program, and therefore required a larger history depart-
ment than existed in 1965. People who were in the department in 
1965, for the most part, a faculty who had been here for a number 
of years already. Professor Kendall, Pickett, Chamberlain, 
Urbansky, Allen,oh did I miss you, I thought I had, Collier. 
They were the faculty at that time, and I think the department 
was regarded as a good teaching department, as a very dependable 
department, certainly a good basis for any future development, 
certainly there was an interest in getting people who would 
engage in graduate teaching, and to that extent there was, I felt 
I had a mandate to fine faculty who were research oriented as 
well as good teachers. 

A good part of my development as Chairman for the first five or 
so years at the University of Bridgeport because from 1965 to 
70, we hired many, many faculty, the number of faculty rose from 
the number I had mentioned from 7 or 8 to, I don't remember the 
exact number, to 18 or 19 full time faculty, plus an increased 
number of adjuncts. It really peaked about 1970, cause at that 
time the graduate program, the enlarged undergraduate program, 
the NDEA institute which fed us graduate students, allowed us to 
get as many as nearly 30 Master's Degrees in one year or two, we 
had about 175 majors during that period, when of course the Col-
lege of Education was large and fed us many undergraduates as 
well. Those were, really, great years in terms of recruitment, 
in terms of programs and in terms of the number of majors. 

Allen: What happened to the History Department after that? 

Al: When I left, it fell. The times were really against us. I 
became Dean in 1972, and I suspect I was a reasonably strong can-
didate for the Deanship because I had had a rather successful 
chairmanship in the History Department for the 7 years I was 
there. But I think anyone could have succeeded as Chairman of 
the History Department at that time because the demography and 
every thing else was for it. But as I was interviewed by then 
Vice President Bigsbee in the Spring of 1972, He began talking to 
me about reducing the budget, and in effect, as I walked into the 
Deanship in the summer of 1972, I was faced with a reduced 
budget, and that was the life I experienced as an administrator 
from 1972 until I left in 1978, so the happy, carefree days of 
increased budgets during my chairmanship, were quite the opposite 
of the administrative period, and you asked me what happened to 
the History Department. The History Department is a very large 
department, and when the curriculum was altered to reduce the 
requirements, this History Department, without World Civilization 
requirement, lost a great many of its students and -

Allen: By this you mean, when the required History 101 was 
eliminated as an all university requirement? 
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Al: That's right. That occurred in 1972, just before I came 
into the Deanship. So almost immediately, there was a surplus of 
faculty, a loss of the number of students, (?) places involved, 
and so to some extent, but perhaps to a greater extent vis a vis 
history and many other departments, I proceeded as an 
administrator, to dismantle some of the programs and cut back on 
the faculty which had grown so healthy during the time I was 
chairman. 

Allen: Do you recall what the reasons were for dropping these 
requirements, History and other requirements? 

Al: I think the tenor of the times. This dropping occurred in 
the curriculum committee of the university. My recollection is 
that the principal participant in this act was Peter Costello. 
I'm sure there were others, who really believed as many believed, 
that a highly structured curriculum was old fashioned, out of 
date, certainly not in keeping with participatory activities of 
the early '70's, late '60's. 

Allen: was the History Department active in this movement, too? 

Al: Not really, although I think that when it happened, there 
was not great anxiety either, at least not among a number. Some, 
a little different. I think some of the faculty leaned ardently 
in the world Civilization requirement but others were less 
enthusiastic. One of the reasons I had tried to, one of the 
reason that (?) that money and held a conference, Fox Hill, you 
may recall, was to try to get a consensus for the World Ci vi-
lization requirement which I thought didn't exist among many of 
our new faculty. But by the same token, I didn't recall that 
they had actively worked to eliminate it as a requirement. I 
felt that a diminished enthusiasm, but not -

Allen: That certainly was there, but there were several who were 
actively involved in it. 

Al: But I don't think they anticipated the immediate repercus-
sion of things that did occur. And those repercussions were 
devastating to the character and make up of the department, be-
cause either contracts were not being renewed in some of the 
cases, or this search for new faculty (?) came to the media area. 
And the consequence of what I perceived as an administrator, the 
unrealism on the part of some faculty, led to tensions between 
the department, and to me as the Dean, and probably, if I had not 
been so close to the department earlier, these tensions might not 
have been quite as great as, because I was getting involved with 
the enlargement of the department and now seemed to be reducing 
the size. Tensions were very (?) 

Allen: The period of the department. I think you part answered 
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this but I want to ask it in a different way. 
greatest successes as a Department Chairman? 

What were your 

Al: well, as I said Bill, I think many people could have enjoyed 
the same "success" that I enjoyed, because demography was with us 
and I had a mandate from Dean Miles and President Littlefield to 
build a department which would be part of a growing College of 
Arts and Sciences. we were going into graduate studies in a very 
active fashion. we were going to accommodate an increased number 
of majors, so with this kind of a situation, it is difficult to 
be a failure. The people whom I encountered in the department 
were very, very cooperative. They welcomed some of these changes 
which I was certainly happy to be a part of. I think it was also 
very pleasant that we were able to improve upon the physical 
facilities. I remember when I came here for an interview in the 
Spring of '65, telephones that existed were in the hallways. 
Later, we got telephones for each office, eventually we expanded 
our space in Stamford Hall, ultimately we gained control of the 
whole building, but it was a gradual process, but I do believe 
that a more comfortable living situation improved morale, and of 
course when we moved to Bates Hall, that was a luxury par 
excellence. No other department in the university, I think, had 
quite as lovely an off ice arrangement as Bates Hall, and the His-
tory Department had that building for five or so years. After I 
left there, but it's not fair to measure success by physical 
comfort, and yet the morale, I think, was benefited by improved 
comfort, and it was also a dignified department, too, by improv-
ing the physical environment. 

The NDEA Institute did not involve the entire department, but 
they provided an external image for the History Department as 
well as the university, that it did not have initially, also it 
enabled the History Department to make contact with the College 
of Education. I don't think many of us, I think many of us did 
not realize how inter-related the prosperity of the College of 
Education and the History Department was. But it certainly was 
and this was a way of facilitating on that connection, or 
linkage. I enjoyed recruiting faculty. In retrospect I was far 
more authoritarian than I should have been, but a lot of recruit-
ment took place when I went to meetings and brought people back 
for extensive interviewing, but we did find good people. some of 
the people came actually when I did, who stayed. Walter Love 
came at the same time that I came, so there were not people 
people I had been involved in recruiting, but from '66 until '70 
or '71, we did recruit a good many people, and we were for the 
most part (?) Some of them have left, and some of them were not 
made to stay, because of the (?). 

Allen: Alright now let's take the converse of this, what were 
your greatest failures? 

Al: I'm reluctant to take too much credit for what occurred be-
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cause I think demography was with us, and it would have been dif-
ficult to have failed. Probably I, too, like everyone else, was 
oblivious, like many, was oblivious to the short period of this 
kind of prosperity. I didn't fully expect what did happen, hap-
pened so quickly, and I'm sure if I had remained chairman for a 
few years longer, I would have probably been just as angry as my 
history colleagues had been when I became Dean. And I would have 
railed at whoever was Dean, just as much as they railed at me, so 
I can't accept the clairvoyance. I think I appreciated that 
world Civilization requirement more than many, but I don't know 
that I expected quite the (?),but I do like that course still, I 
enjoy teaching it, I never tried to get away from it, I always 
find it worth teaching because there are so many ways of teaching 
it (?) but (?), and to some extent one can argue that I con-
tributed greatly to the sense of expectation. Failure to fulfill 
them in the period afterwards certainly accelerated and exacer-
bated the tension. 

Allen: we'll come to some of those a little bit later. we'll 
still stick with the Department Chairman. Leland Miles was Dean 
when you came. And he remained so for -

Al: Two years 

Bill: Two years after you came. What kind of a Dean was he? 

Al: He was a very popular Dean. At least from my perspective 
and I think from the perspective of many, although perhaps now in 
retrospect, maybe not from the perspective of some of the old 
guard who had been either replaced, or in some cases, bought off. 
I think of someone like Joe Roucek in sociology. Joe was here 
the first year I was here, and eventually, and did leave 
subsequently. I don't recall specifically, but my hunch is that 
he was bought off for a good termination arrangement. 

Of course there was a replacement of many of the older chairman 
with new chairman, and my own perception is from the vantage 
point of a new chairman, and therefore don't think I fully ap-
preciated feelings, reactions from those who had been here a 
while. I'm sure some of them may not been nearly as happy with 
the changes as I was. But clearly, my own perception was one of 
a new person corning in with a broad mandate, just as -

Bill: Which Lee also had. 

Al: Oh absolutely, sure. He had it from Henry, and when I came 
here I was introduced to Henry, we had a lengthy discussion and I 
saw what Lee was promising was what Henry wanted done, as Henry 
brought Lee in here to facilitate his own ideas. So it's hard 
not to be enthusiastic, and it was also difficult not to be ap-
preciative to Lee Miles, because he was able to get the funds to 
do the things that he wanted done, and I had a very positive, 
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Bill: O.K., his assistant dean, Bill Walker. 

All: His assistant dean was Bill Walker. 

Bill: What was his role? 

Al: Bill handled the daily routine, although Lee, then as now, 
had an amazing understanding of detail, so that by no means (?) 
but Bill handled advising matters, and to Bill's credit, you see 
I don't know who was there before, Bill, and I don't know how 
well I can say this that what Bill established has s 
essentially been the model for something like this. I think to 
the present day. Bill was very concerned about students, he was 
abrasive often to faculty, abrasive with other administration 
across the college too, but very, very attentive to detail, and 
very concerned about getting the students a fair shake in return, 
so I have to say that even though Bill's abrasivness sometimes 
worked to his advantage, what he did during his first year (?) 
territory outlined, his loyalty to the dean was also a notable 
feature, so that Bill Walker (?) 

Allen: A number of new chairman were brought in, and we can do 
those. Will you comment upon some of these recruits that fol-
lowed you as chairman? 

Al: Well, there were four Bernhard professors brought in. These 
professorships were partially funded by a contribution by Arnold 
Bernhard, the chairman of the board of Value Line, the Bernhard 
professors were in the so-called crucial areas of English, 
Mathematics, History, and then a new departmental major on 
Philosophy. Arnold Bernhard's interest was in Liberal Arts and 
these are the areas that he wished to develop by advancing these 
new chairmanships, and to help bring in people who (?) want it 
done and obviously Lee wanted this, and he felt at this time very 
close relationship to Arnold Bernhard, one which applies to (?) 
and the present time. The new Bernhard professors were Wray 
Brady in Mathematics, James Light, in English, Howard Parsons in 
Philosophy, and I in History. Brady remained a relatively short 
time. He was the first to leave. He had some administrative 
aspirations and as a matter of fact, left here for administrative 
position (?) I haven't heard or received anything from him in 
years. 

Jim Light, Chairman of English, I thought Jim was a very able 
person, who in the chairman's job, it was my impression that he 
was not always so popular in the English Department. I can't 
really talk about Brady in this respect. But Light was in my es-
timation abler participating chairman's council than Brady. 
Brady spoke a lot but I didn't know him (?) Jim Light though, 
was more ambitions than Brady for administrative work. He seemed 
not to be a strong contender for the university perhaps because 
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he wasn't very important or very popular in his department. I 
enjoyed Jim very much, but sometimes he was a little bit sarcas-
tic but able and (?) He had no need before coming here (?) ap-
proaching him for the chairmanship. Incidentally I knew Lee very 
briefly before. I had met him about 1963 in a Renaissance Con-
ference at the University of Missouri in Columbia, Missouri, and 
he was at the University of Cincinnati then, and I at Coe 
College, and I remember after reading the paper at the luncheon, 
I had read the paper at luncheon, came up to me afterwards and 
talked to me about this, and he discussed clearly at some length, 
to the extent that when he contacted me from the Deanship, he was 
able to refer to our having met (?) so we did remember one 
another from that particular meeting. But it wasn't in any way a 
close relationship. That he had with Jim Light when they were 
colleagues (?) I understand at the University of Cincinnati. 

The Third Bernhard professor was Howard Parsons who is still 
here. Howard and I knew each other for quite a long time because 
we were colleagues at Coe College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. we did 
not know that we were both under consideration for the University 
of Bridgeport, and it was quite a surprise when I learned that 
Howard, even before I had accepted an offer, had been appointed a 
Bernhard professor here. That nearly blew my mind (?) It also 
blew the mind of the President of Coe College. 

Al: Well, Howard still is Chairman. He is a very able person in 
many ways. But I personally have been very critical in the man-
ner in which he runs the Philosophy Department, because he tended 
to recruit people who were like minded, and caused a very un-
balance in the department which (?). 

Bill: This comes to a convenient breaking point. 

we're back after lunch, and to bring one thing up, we were con-
cerned where Wray Brady went, it was Slippery Rock College. O.K. 
now, did you have any further comments on Lee Miles's Deanship? 

Al: No, Bill, but something came up at lunch which does relate 
to my chairmanship, that I'd like to go back to. And I was 
reminded in talking with Gene Pattberg, that I did have a very 
interesting relationship with Charles McKew Parr, a historian of 
Iberian and Dutch History, and it was through Bern Dibner and Vic 
Muniec that I was directed to McKew Parr in Chester, Connecticut, 
as (?) superb library. Many of the works 16th century works. He 
was interested in giving these to the University of Bridgeport, 
interested also in encouraging the study of Latin American and 
Iberian History here. I did play a role, certainly not the only 
role, in obtaining these books for the University, but more im-
portantly for the department, I did parlay this to a position in 
Latin American and Iberian History. A position Dave Cook holds 
today. The books are probably the best we have in our rare book 
collections. It was an usually good acquisition but as I say, 
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Gene Pattberg was quite correct, there were a number of people 
involved, and it also started with Bern Dibner, but History (?) 
was placed directly to the fact that McKew Parr (?) 

Bill: O.K. since you have nothing further to add on Lee Miles's 
Deanship, 

Al: I think we covered that pretty well. I think that his 
dynamism, the mandate that he had, and the very prosperous times, 
made him a very successful and popular dean among the new people 
who came in, and as I said before, I don't know how older people 
perceived him because he did make many changes. Changes are not 
popular. 

Bill: Changes threaten. 

Al: Absolutely. 

Bill: He left to become president of Alfred University and he 
was succeeded as Dean by? 

Al: Karl Larson became acting dean for two years and after 
Karl's two year acting deanship, Fletcher, Donald Fletcher came 
and remained for only one year, and then Michael Karnis succeeded 
for two years, and then in 1972, I became Dean. 

Allen: Alright, let's, Karl Larson as Dean? 

Al: For me, Karl Larson and Lee Miles were similar in some ways, 
not really, their personalities were different, they were quite 
different as individuals, but Lee was very responsive to my 
wishes and if anything, Karl was even more so. The prosperity of 
the college was certainly at a peak and Karl was acting dean for 
those two years. Henry Littlefield liked him. Karl was not an 
innovative person, but he was a good caretaker, and he was will-
ing to go to bat for those whom he thought were working for (?) 
the other colleges. No dean probably gave me more of what I 
asked for and supported me as an individual (?) more than Karl 
Larson, so I must say that, even though Karl was a caretaker dean 
and not terribly innovative, he was extremely supportive, the 
department got positions, got good increments, and I personally 
faired very well while was was dean. I know it was he who 
nominated me for Teacher of the Year, Scholar of the Year, I'm 
not sure which, Scholar of the Year, I think it was, and so he 
was a good supporter for -

Allen: O.K. Don Fletcher? 

Al: I liked Don Fletcher very much. He was a difficult person 
in some ways, but very bright, and I felt we were approaching (?) 
but he did tangle with people very early on, and oddly enough, he 
tangled very much with Bob Christie who also came in that year as 
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our new Academic Vice President, the first person to hold such 
rank. I was certainly not aware of the tension that developed 
very early on, but before the end of the year, Fletcher had 
resigned. Apparently then reconsidered, sought to be 
reinstated, and he was turned down by Christie. And I understand 
Henry was exasperated when he heard that Fletcher had not techni-
cally resigned at his previous institution, but had obtained a 
leave of absence. This is something that apparently does not (?) 
but Henry (?). 

Allen: I have a slightly different sequence from another source 
on this. Fletcher had resigned, Christie went off with his 
family and was killed, and then Fletcher wanted to come back. I 
say this is from one source. 

Al: It may be that way. I know that Fletcher reputedly did try 
to get reinstated, and didn't, it was not his (?) and of course 
that was a horrendous year because, as you say, Christie was 
killed at the end of that academic year, and so was with us only 
that year. 

Allen: Let's talk a little bit about his role during that year. 

Al: well, you know, I believe, at least in my own mind, I had 
good relations with both of them. Maybe it was because I did 
have good relations with both of them that I didn't perceive the 
tension that existed between both of them. Christie and I became 
acquainted quite well, fairly early. Maybe I knew Christie even 
better in some ways than I knew Fletcher, although I was closer 
to Fletcher when I was chairman, but Christie asked three faculty 
members to be his kind of advisor when he first arrived, and 
Gerry Rast and Bob Redmann and I were asked by Bob Christie to 
meet with (?) to give our opinions, and insights about the 
university, and on the basis of this that I became quite friendly 
with him and I think I made, Bill, one of the most effective con-
tributions that I made to the university during this period, be-
cause when Bob Christie, 

This may sound boastful, but I really believe this and, unless 
someone tells me differently, I think by a large measure I'm 
responsible for the library, because Bob Christie inherited from 
Henry a design for a new library which was really a modification 
of the old one, in fact it was really an extension behind the old 
library, and that would accommodate the library needs, and when 
Christie came, I had strongly opposed this, and spoke to Christie 
to hire as consultant a man who both he and I knew. The man was 
librarian at Hofstra and who had built the Hofstra Library. Of 
course, Christie had been at Hofstra earlier, and had know this 
man, the librarian, and was willing to have him come in as a con-
sultant in 1969. 

Allen: And the man was? 
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Al: Well, let me come back to it. In any case, he came as a 
consultant and I was a member of the library committee, so was 
Rene Boux, and Rene Boux was a very active in this, and my recol-
lection is that the two of us had a lot to do persuading the 
powers that be then, to look toward a whole new library rather 
than building on to the old one, and by bringing in the librarian 
from Hofstra, and getting his input, we were able to convince 
Christie, and Christie in turn, to convince others that this 
should be, and so it came to pass, but I'm sure Vice President 
Henneghan and others who paid the debt service on the present 
building may not perceive it as such, but, 

Allen: I have some very interesting comments from Dr. Littlefield 
on this phase too. 

Al: I wonder if it meshes with my recollections? 

Bill: Somewhat, yours doesn't come into it as much as some of 
the other political aspects of it. 

Al: There are many things that I don't know, but I'm sure that 
he was not inclined in the outset toward the new building. 

Allen: Yes he was, according to him. Along this line, I'm going 
to ask you about anther administrator, Al Diem. Did you know Al? 

Al: Yes, pretty well, and actually it was Al who with Rene Boux 
and I worked in persuading, also worked with him as well, as with 
Christie in persuading a look at a whole new structure. Bill, I 
frankly, am foggy about the sequence. When I was dealing with 
Diem and when I was dealing with Christie. Certainly with 
Christie I worked on the consultant matter, but it may not have 
been before Christie when Rene Boux and I were able to persuade 
Diem to move toward a new structural concept. It was in that 
context from Diem to Christie to (?) that he did shift, I recall, 
now maybe I was misled, but my understanding was that Henry did 
not want the building. You should ask Henry, but you've already 

Allen: I've talked -

Al: My recollection, or at least the perception at the time was, 
that Henry did not want to expend the funds for a new building. 

Allen: suffice it to say that on this particular part it was the 
tremendous indebtedness that we eventually went into for several 
reasons. Part of it being blame that got us into terrible finan-
cial conditions. 

Al: I know this building has been a real burden, obviously. On 
the other hand, when I look at the new services that it performs 
now, without it, we would have been severely handicapped for the 
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law school, and for all the foreign students who make it their 
second home, and so on and so forth, and so I think it has to be 
regarded as a good investment in the long run. 

Allen: Going back to Christie being appointed as Academic Vice 
President, were there any internal candidates? 

Al: Not, well, I'm blind to the obvious. There was one, would 
be candidate, namely Leland Miles, who very much, whom I think 
very much expected to be considered, but who so far as I am 
concerned, was not a strong prospect as far as Henry was 
concerned. 

Allen: Why? 

Al: By the way Henry talked. 

Allen: How did Henry and Lee get on? 

Al: My perception is that the early love affair diminished, but 
either of them could answer this better than I, but I think to 
some extent (?) at least my perception was that Lee went to 
Alf red as a last resort. I think he would have stayed as 
Academic Vice President with some prospect of becoming president 
rather than go off to western New York. I'm sure he felt and I 
believe that Alf red in many ways is a better institution than 
Bridgeport, although not nearly as complex and diverse, but I 
don't think that either institutions were enamored with Alfred's 
location, but I assume that Henry made it quite clear that he was 
not a serious candidate for the Vice President, and I know that 
some of these actions, which can be construed by some instances, 
initiative, but by Henry as almost insubordination, I believe, 
certainly strained their relationships. 

Allen: Actions such as? 

Al: What is the faculty action against the College of Science 
and Technology, (?) Didn't Lee precipitate a vote opposed to 
Henry's restructuring the (?) Apparently I don't have a clear 
recollection of the tension. 

Allen: I have some hints of this 

End of side one. 

Side two of tape. 

Allen: Before we move on to other Arts and Sciences Deans, let's 
look at another (?) Christie. 

Al: This is something you don't know, nobody knows. After Flet-
cher resigned, I had a call from Christie one day. Now I have 
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never told this to anybody. And he said "come over to my home, 
and said he wanted to see me. It was about two miles down the 
road. So I went over to see him and he said "Al, how would you 
like to be Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences?" "Bob, I 
don't know", this was at the time my daughter Gretchen was still 
living, and I didn't see how I could really manage that, although 
I felt flattered, and with the general university situation 
looked as rosy as it ever has, and I said I didn't know but I 
would think about it, and he said, "I 'rn going off to Central 
Arner ica and when I get back, we' 11 talk about it". And of 
course, you know, he died, and the matter never came up because a 
determination to search, and the search resulted in Mike Karnis. 
In fact I'm not sure, I think I declined being a candidate, I'm 
not sure. But I don't know why I wasn't a candidate. In 1970, 
when Karnis came because in 1970 when my daughter died, I 

Allen: Before we go into Karnis, I'd like to ask you about 
another dean, Harold see. 

Al: You can't ask about Harold See and expect to conclude our 
discussion in a few minutes. Certainly Harold See was one of the 
most complicated, fascinating individuals that this institution 
has had in recent years. Perhaps next to Leland Miles, of the 
second generation leadership I'm talking about, post Littlefield, 
Halsey leadership, after Leland Miles, I think Harold See must be 
regarded most fascinating (?) around. 

Allen: In what way? 

Al: In many ways I think, the most knowledgeable person about 
running an institution. Few people had such a mastery of 
budgets. In fact the only person whom I have know here, who may 
be comparable to Harold managing a budget, is Tony Santoro of the 
law School. Superbly (?) in managing, manipulating budgets, and 
so is Harold, and I firmly believe that one of the Hallmark's of 
a good administrator is one who really knows how to handle a 
budget. Second nature. Harold had that, Harold had experience, 
Harold had contacts, he had a breadth of vision of sorts. Unfor-
tunately there were many, many people here that didn't trust him, 
and an even greater liability that he had, he was quite a 
gossip. he talked so much, and made many enemies as a result. 
So I say Harold, whom I liked as an individual, but whom I know 
talked about me too, I think I was forgiving because I saw a 
humorous side to, there wasn't always a humorous side. Harold 
See, I think, was knowledgeable, and the plan that he submitted, 
you should get a copy of that plan, Bill, a plan that Henry 
turned down in the Spring of 70, all of 69, something like that, 
I have seen it. That plan, I think it was an unusual, prophetic 
document of the problems facing this institution, at a time when 
no one was prepared to look at the problems. Harold knew better 
than anyone else and that would be a good document, it was 
prophetic, because it called for hard decisions at a time when 
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there was no one to speak of, to make hard decisions that could 
not possibly be justified politically. But Harold wrote this, I 
read it, I stayed with him in Bangkok when I visited the Far 
East in the winter of '70, and we talked about some of these 
things, and I am trying to r:ecall, he was writing it then, and I 
saw some of his outlines, whether he had already written, I read 
the document, but I read it. And was very much impressed. 

Allen: Incidentally, somewhat along this line, I taped Don Flet-
cher on his last night in town. They were up to our house for 
dinner, and I've had that transcribed and he fore saw many of 
these things too. 

Al: I am not surprised. Fletcher was a very bright guy. He 
just wasn't here long enough. Nor was Christie, but I think 
Fletcher was probably a brighter guy than Christie. Probably 
Fletcher was harder to know, although, as I say, I really liked 
both of them. I think that there was not the largesse that I had 
with Karl. You know Karl gave me everything that I wanted. It 
was pure -

Allen: Well, don't forget there was a couple of years of change 
there, too. I got to know Fletcher quite well. For some reason 
or other, we hit it off, as a point of view and a sense of humor 
and we had lunch many times. 

Al: You probably knew him better than I did, cause I never had a 
close friendship with him, but he was always very cordial, very 
honest with me and he had a temper. And he and Christie tangled. 
I don't know, I just don't know. Neither of them talked to me 
about the other, but the day after Fletcher's publicized 
resignation, I think was the day that Christie must have invited 
me in. 

Allen: Well, let's go on to Mike Karnis, he was dean, what? two 
years? 

Al: Incidentally, I want to tell you more about Harold See in 
another context, when I became Vice President, and I won't do 
that now. But Harold helped me and this university a lot by the 
good work that he did by the hard and good work that he did to 
obtain accreditation for our program in Puerto Rico before we 
dissolved it. I told him that I wanted it accredited so that we 
could go out leaving something worth while, and he got that, and 
I think he did a great job. A very able guy. 

Allen: O.K. Mark Karnis. 

Al: Mike Karnis was certainly one of the least effectual in-
dividuals that has ever been at this university. A very nice 
person, too nice for many of us, he was unknowing, had no idea of 
administration as such, he did not apparently, found that he was 
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dealing with the higher administration. The chairman who were a 
fairly demanding group, put pressure on him to get things done in 
their behalf. It would be hard put right now to cite a lot of 
examples, but at the time, there was so much distress that the 
strong leadership which we had had in Lee, or even Karl, to a 
fair extent and certainly from Fletcher, suddenly disappeared 
with Karnis, and yet there were strong chairmen who had 
expectations, great expectations of the dean, and when they were 
not fulfilled, pressure began almost immediately to have him 
removed and I say, embarrassingly, I was a party to this, and in 
fact maybe a leader. 

Allen: How was he removed? 

Al: Several of us, I'm one, went to the new president, Thurston 
Manning, and also communicated with Earle Bigsbee requesting that 
he be removed. And it happened because he served two years but 
really he was in deep trouble even in his first year, second year 
was (?) so that was not a success story, but you know, to some 
extent it was the fault of the central administration that he 
came here in the first place, and my mind is telling me, but my 
recollection is, that we had several candidates come in in the 
summer of 70, spring and summer of 1970, and it must have been 
after Christie's death in early May, so it must have been in the 
summer of 70, and (?) and there wasn't a lot of input, and I know 
were a number of people who were aghast. You should talk to Karl 
Larson, Karl might have recollections. He was certainly, if I 
remember correctly was quite astounded that Karnis, who had come 
in, well there was relatively little search done, you could argue 
that there was a vacuum. The vice president was gone, the dean 
was gone, they had to get somebody in and Karnis was one of the 
few candidates who came, and that was it. so he came in without 
much of a search, without chairmen's blessings, and proved him-
self right off that he wasn't up to it. 

Allen: My recollection is the background of the state 
department. Is that correct? 

Al: No, Cultural affairs of some sort. Yes, he had no academic 
experience, he (?),but a nice person, a nice person 

Allen: That can get you eaten up quickly. Then upon the leaving 
of Karnis, you became dean. can you tell us about how you be-
came dean? 

Al: I think I wanted to be a dean, from some time earlier, and 
as I said before I was ready to apply. Bob Christie invited me 
to his house and in effect offered me a deanship if I wanted it, 
I don't know how one did that, but in retrospect that was prob-
ably arrogant of him to do that, and arrogant of me to assume 
that it could happen to me, but after my daughter died, some of 
the pressure was taken off. I'd had been in the chairmanship for 
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seven years, I was in my seventh year when the deanship became a 
possibility, and I must say, Bill, I enjoyed chairing the 
department, I was looking around for other things to do, and the 
deanship here looked like a good idea. Moreover. it didn't look 
like such a bad job. 

Allen: I remember I had quite a conversation with you when you 
were considering whether to take it or not. You called me in the 
office and we had a considerable conversation. I think I used 
the non-directive approach on you at that time. 

Al: Well, I'll tell you one thing that led me to be interested. 
The fact that Kit Collier was interested too, that is not quite 
the truth, but when he did pursue it and was interviewed, I be-
came less passive and more active. I do recall -

Allen: What was this thing between you and Chris? 

Al: A strange thing and I guess I'm not absolutely sure yet why 
we developed such tension. Maybe we patched it up a little this 
last year, though, who knows? Maybe absence makes the heart grow 
fonder, But I remember very vividly coming here for my interview 
in the spring of 1965. I met Bruce Stave at the Fairfield Motor 
Inn, is this too much detail? And he said he was being inter-
viewed for a history position at the University of Bridgeport, 
and I said how interesting, and then he said I'm meeting with a 
Professor Collier, and I knew Collier's name from the catalog, 
and Collier came in and he greeted Stave warmly and Stave intro-
duced me to Collier, he may have nodded, he may not have, he 
hustled Stave away without so much as really a greeting, let 
alone a warm one, and this was my first acquaintance with any 
member of the History Department at the University of Bridgeport, 
and it fell flat. I said, my God, what's going on here? I was 
very sensitive, I think I pick up nuances pretty well, and I 
thought something is going on with Collier, so by the end of my 
visit, my visit at the end of my first interview, I said to lee 
and the chairman's council, "tell me this, why aren't you 
seriously considering Professor Collier for the chairmanship, I 
know he wants it" and Lee looked at me and said, "how do you know 
this?". I said, "I surmised it", and of course I did meet Col-
lier subsequently and I heard others talk about him one way or 
another, but be that as it may, when I arrived, I found Collier a 
good idea person and a very energetic person, and some of the 
things I thought might be done could well be done by him, and for 
the first five years or so, five years I think of my 
chairmanship, he and I had a very close relationship. we would 
drop in the office in the back of the building in old Stamford, 
we always had a good chat, but you know it amazes me, tensions 
began to develop most inadvertently in our part, I think, because 
he and his wife, Ginny, and Kathy and I often doubled going to 
the Long Wharf theatre. We were very fond of Ginny, and as he 
and Ginny separated, I believe he felt our sympathy was to Ginny, 
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because it got back me later through Fitzgerald, that he believed 
that we were much more supportive to her (?) I rather think we 
were neutral, but I certainly felt that he was much at wrong, but 
he had problems, pretty (?) things about Ginny, and some of them 
were true. In any case, that's not the point, the point is that 
I think he may have construed that we were supportive of her. As 
a matter of fact we almost never saw her subsequent to the break 
up, (?) but he was livid. The first time that I ever recall 
glaring hostility between us, was when we moved to Bates Hall, 
and he was given the office on the third floor. I don't recall 
how that was puzzled out, but I certainly didn't feel that was 
done to spite him. (?) And our relationship was very sour from 
then on. And it actually got much worse when I got the deanship, 
and he became, I think the leader of the group that actually 
tried to unseat me. Well, you know more about what happened in-
ternally than I do. I certainly discerned that Kit Collier was 
the one who tried to get me out of the deanship, and, of course, 
when I returned to the History Department, the (?) it lasted only 
a short time, and he recommended that I be terminated completely 
at the university. And that of course, was another big row that 
I had in 1980 for which I can never really forgive the central 
administration. That termination, by the way, (?) a rather 
cynical participation. But that is for the future, but Kit did 
have a role in that. A role not connected with the central 
administration, but he was more than willing to take advantage of 
of the central administration decision to do what they did and 
supported from the departmental level, which put me in the 
middle, and necessitated my going beyond either the university or 
the union, and hiring my own counsel, fighting both sides. But 
that is another matter. 

Allen: I was never in on any of this. First of all, Kit and I 
did not get along too well. 

Al: Never. There is only one person who liked him less, your 
wife. 

Bill: And in consequence I never heard about things that were 
going on. They kept that away from me, from Harry and from me. 

Al: Which? You mean the anti-Schmidt stuff? When I was dean. 

Bill: Yeah, when you were dean. 

Al: Oh really, you weren't -

Bill: I knew very little about it. What I did know, I got from 
other departments. 

Al: well, he went out of his way to make it difficulties for me 
as Dean, and I guess I am very sorry that he certainly must have 
persuaded my former student, Walker Rumble to take the initiative 
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and and try to unseat me. I regretted it because I had a very 
warm feeling toward Walker. 

Bill: And yet, the interesting thing about it is, I don't know 
what brought on the dislike between Kit and I. 

Al: Oh, well, he was a natural born. conspirator, he certainly 
played a very devious role in 1969 and 70 student affair. He was 
trying to foment student rebellion against the administration. 

Bill: I know too, he became very antagonistic towards Lee in 
later years, and when, and Lee was always mystified by this be-
cause Lee had saved Kit's job when he was dean and Kit -

Al: Well, Henry of course was back {?) this was before I came 
but apparently it was -

Bill: Lee saved him. 

Al: Kit had no particular liking for me, as far as I could 
ascertain. 

Bill: I'm not sure that Kit liked anybody. 

Al: He is a very insecure guy. And very able, what he had ac-
complished is a credit to his abilities, but I think he resented 
my coming here and being chairman at that particular time, but he 
seemed to acquiesce to this and we had about five years of a very 
good relationship, but suddenly it soured and it soured rapidly. 
And it peaked -

Bill: Alright, what were the basic problems that you faced as 
dean? You mentioned earlier the restricting budgets and 
restricting of demography. 

Al: Well, those are the two big ones. Also the increasing 
careerist orientation of the university, even though by 
comparison, very strong compared to what it is now, anyway the 
handwriting was on the wall, and that was a reaction on the part 
of the professional colleges,, to have their own requirements, 
not have all university requirements, that was evident by what I 
regarded as the initiative of the Business College, Costello and 
others, to do away with all University requirements and have col-
lege requirements. That was my perception. That greatly injured 
the college of Arts and Science, because of the service role it 
played, also the demographics did not favor secondary and elemen-
tary education, which meant that the College of Education came 
upon very hard times, and as a result had far fewer students, and 
graduate courses too. The instability of the central administra-
tion was a problem too. Thurston Manning was one of the finest 
people I have met here at this university, but he was not 
successful as a president. As a matter of fact, Henry's last 
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years as president were very troubled, especially by students 
uprisings. My hunch is that the Trustees were not terribly sup-
portive of Henry. I don't know that story, but Henry was given a 
terminal leave, there was a vacuum there. 

Of course Halsey was terribly ineffectual during in this period, 
other than playing a public relations role. Thurston Manning 
came in and did not cope with what was apparently a very serious 
budgetary matter, but he didn't cope with it, he was unusually 
able and erudite in many ways, but he didn't cope with it, he did 
not have an academic vice president immediately, well, he did, 
Earle Bigsbee. I must say Earle Bigsbee performed far better 
than had ever expected he would, I thought of him as the Junior 
College Dean, but he had a good mind and I thought performed 
very well, but Thurston did not provide real leadership. and 
then warren Carrier came in, as academic vice president, by that 
time Manning was really out, and cuts were beginning to occur 
before Lee's arrival. But the point is that we had poor leader-
ship in the center, demography against us, and the tenor of the 
times was against all university requirements, these worked 
against us very much. And then because of the ineffectual 
leadership, and collective bargaining, and we had, before we 
realized it, we had unionization. And that coming at a time when 
leadership was needed to made some rather drastic changes, 
created a great many tensions, a faculty strike, a near strike 
the first year, a strike the second year, severe budgetary 
problems. Almost immediate insecurity, created a climate of pes-
simism in such short order, this university was in crisis before 
one realized it. These are factors that made my own tenure as 
dean a very unhappy one. 

The first seven years were fine, Lee arrived, certainly to '74 
my deanship was not so bad, not really because the problems were 
lacking, but because no one was facing up to them, and I was get-
ting away without having to face up to very severe problems. Ted 
Manning gave me carte blanche to use the Mellon money, his 
firsts two years. We did a lot of experimental things. I am 
not sure how good they were, but I think they might have turned 
out better, but as soon as Lee came, he took the Mellon money 
from me. I realize he had other needs for it, but it was cer-
tainly the end of my two year honeymoon as a dean, the next three 
years were pure hell, because of the budget cuts, and because of 
the faculty, near faculty rebellion, and the4 cuts, it was not a 
great mistake that Lee made at this time at this time was naming 
deans to a collective bargaining role. I thought it was a bad 
idea, and now in retrospect, I believe it was an even worse idea. 
because deans can not easily provide leadership in their colleges 
when they have this adversarial relationship with those same 
colleagues. And I got hell of aroused at that, across the bar-
gaining table, and yet I was chairing the chairman's council with 
van der Kroef there. It was a nasty series of personal 
confrontations. 
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Those years in the mid seventies, I interviewed a lot for dean-
ships outside. I even got some offers, which I turned aside, But 
they were not quite as interesting as this location. I did not 
feel like going back to the farm after I had been to Paree. so I 
stayed and then finally I asked for a leave in 1976, in fact a 
sabbatical. 

Lee and I talked about the possibility of my being a vice 
presidential candidate, and I found that an interesting prospect. 
And when I was away, I went to Eastern Europe in the autumn of 
'7 6, when I had a sabbatical, I left the deanship to 
Fitzgerald, as acting dean for that semester. I was a nominee 
for the vice presidency, and those of who were, it seemed likely 
that, in the aftermath of Carrier, there was a determination to 
stay with in. The feeling was that we should stay within, and I 
was among those who made presentations to the faculty, and Lee 
chose me. 

Bill: You may recall I chaired that committee. 

Al: Yeah. But in any case, I became Vice President after 
returning from the sabbatical, mid year January '76-'77. so it 
was winter. 

Bill: Al, I am going to interrupt this particular train of 
thought, Al, because this gets beyond the scope of what I am al-
lowed to do. 

Al: Aren't you going to deal with my vice presidency? 

Bill: No not in this, 

Al: Oh, that's too bad. 

Bill: That is a subsequent book. And I will come back to you at 
a later time for the period as vice president. I have a limit, I 
go to '74, when Lee comes, 

Al: Oh, I see, so you are not dealing with this? 

Bill: For the '74-'77, a three year period, I will do an 
epilogue to cover the first 50 years, we can not leave it on a 
low, low level, but there will be an epilogue, in part because I 
had a role to play in this too, as Lee's Assistant. Now, sub-
sequent to the completion of this work, I have in mind to do the 
administration of Miles, and I will get you for that, and I will 
be storing-

Al: The Law School thing -

Bill: Yes, yes. 
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Al: And you want to get Santoro too. 

Bill: Oh, yes, these will be things that will be in the 
epilogue, so I will not talk to you now about your period as vice 
president, we will do that at a later time. 

I would like to back up to the time when Manning became 
President. Both Lee and Manning were finalist candidates. Why 
did Manning get it and Lee did not? 

Al: There were three candidates who were very impressive. I was 
on the Presidential Selection Committee. There were three can-
didates who were very impressive. The one I think was the first 
choice of most, the man who was vice president of academic af-
fairs at Kansas State. He came here several times,and seemed to 
have the strongest support. But when we approached him, he 
turned it down. 

Bill: Any reason? 

Al: My recollection (?} Maybe he decided he wanted to be a 
president, sorry I don't know, but he won a lot of support here. 
Ted Manning was pretty much even with Lee, as I recall as our 
second choice, but there were those who, knowing Lee, opposed 
him more strongly than anyone opposed Manning. While there were 
some who knew Lee, supported him more strongly than any one who 
supported Manning. but Manning's record was a good one, he had 
been at Oberlin as vice president, he had extraordinarily good 
academic credentials. 

Bill: He was at the University of Denver too. 

Al: Colorado. 

Bill: Yes, Colorado. Where we was first academic vice president 
and then Vice President for Institutional Research. Now that I 
found this out, it raises some questions that we didn't check 
into. 

Al: Well maybe, he had good recommendations. And it is not 
surprising,that he had good recommendations, he was a very intel-
ligent fellow and a very likable fellow, but no one told us that 
he didn't administer, or maybe he would have administered satis-
factorily in an institution that did not have that many problems. 
But the laissez faire kind of administration he undertook, was 
not appropriate here for those times. But I don't recall, I was 
on that Selection Committee, I remember Fred Ekeblad was, and I 
remember Fred and I discussing Lee, and how Lee could do so much 
in such a short time, but I don't recall why he went against Lee. 
But my hunch was that Lee was a known quantity and that was a 
disadvantage as well as an advantage. 
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But let me say this, when, two years hence, there was a search, 
there was no question that Lee was going to be president. It was 
uppermost in the minds of many of the Trustees, and I think I 
might, if you pardon my modesty, but I think I may have made the 
first contact with Lee because I went to the Association of 
American Colleges meeting in st. Louis, in the winter of 73-74, 
and saw Lee and Ginny, and asked him if he would consider the 
presidency. He knew what was going on here. 

Bill: Yeah, because I had talked to him before that. 

Al: we had a good ties, but we had a good talk about the 
presidency, and he said he would certainly think about it. He 
didn't commit himself obviously. But I am sure there must have 
been such other contacts, trustees I am sure, maybe other 
faculty, you know, he had many lines. 

Bill: Tell you what happened from my point of view, then we will 
get on to something else. I was Secretary of the Senate, and the 
Senate passed a resolution instructing me to to tell the chairman 
of the Board that as previously the Faculty Senate had a ro;e to 
play, so I was instructed to do this. I met with Jack Field, 
gave the message. And Field said Lee should be our next 
president. And I said, "Funny, I am going to see him this 
weekend" because I was chairman, no, I was President of the 
Parents council at Alfred, My daughter was there, and I was going 
up for a trustees meeting, so I was instructed to say certain 
things to him, from Jack Field. 

Al: Jack Field invited me over to his office one and we talked. 
so Field was very much supportive. 

Bill: To conclude this part of it Al, on your deanship, what 
were your best successes? And your greatest failures? 

Al: I think my best success was something that I carried over to 
the Vice Presidency, the thing that geared (?) me was way the 
faculty developed, and I saw that, hard decisions were going to 
have to be made, vis a vis faculty and I thought helping some 
change their career orientation, and that was before bargaining. 

I did take an interest in this, I did try to develop this, it 
came out of the Danforth Conference that I went to. It also was 
a factor in the Lilly Grant, that got here. Now that came when 
I was the vice president, but it had its roots in my deanship. It 
had the basis of a beginning of the (?) and quite frankly too, 
it was my own story, because having left the administration, I 
got into the law area, so. But Rene Boux was another example, 
Wes Menzel, who left Health Education for Nutrition. These were 
people I was able to help, not very many, but many in some cases, 
help. I think that was a fruitful thing that I wish could be 
carried on farther 
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I was involved in the beginnings of Basic Studies, Hennessey and 
I collaborated in the beginning. I think that was - What else? 
I don't think I had many successes, Bill. 

Bill: Failures? 

Al: Let me ponder just a moment. successes? I tried with only 
minimal success, to be creative in the midst of increasing 
budgetary problems and the creativity came principally from those 
two years that I had control of the Mellon Money. And 
some people still think those were pretty good things. 

My failures? Tempermentally, hard to deal with collective 
bargaining, and the context {?). I never really appreciated un-
til too late, the necessity of procedure being correct. What I 
saw goof offs, I wanted to deal with them, and I didn't 
deal with the adequately in the collective bargaining context. I 
really got taken. Rightly so, in retrospect. Dam it, procedure 
is important. You just don't run rough shod. 

I have learned a lot being a negotiator. You know I became the 
chief negotiator here at the university in one collective bar-
gaining period. But, oh, God, I should never have been in that. 

The blackest period was when I was 

End of tape, side two. 

After tape was shut off, Schmidt added: In regards to disputes 
with Chris Collier, it was Al's support of the promotion of Harry 
Kendall and William Allen that brought on the crisis. 

END. 
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